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Decarbonising energy generation with nanoscale characterisation

COP26 highlighted urgency.
UK Government committed to
decarbonise energy generation by 2035.

Photovoltaics: Lowest cost energy
source, key to underpinning
green energy and creates local jobs.

‘Seeing’ the impossible

Low-temperature solution processing
impacts material nanostructure:
Morphology, functionality, defects.

Morphology: Extending operational lifetime
 Used SPM probe to locally simulate
solar cell operational conditions

 Using a sharp needle (1/10 000 of the width of
a human hair) to scan over a surface: Scanning
probe microscopy (SPM)

 Charge accumulation effects at
boundaries of crystal domains
facilitate the decomposition of the
photoactive perovskite phase[1]

 Our measurement system can probe
topographical, electrical and optical information
at the same position with nanoscale resolution
 Linking nanoscale properties to the
performance and reliability of a solar panel

 Passivating the sample can lead to
larger operational lifetimes
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Functionality: Increasing charge extraction efficiency
LASER

 Novel nanoscale time-resolved
measurements show dynamic
charge redistribution
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 Electrons migrate towards grain
boundaries[2] highlighting the
importance of nanostructure
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 Charge accumulation impacts
performance and stability

Defects: Overcoming performance-limiting clusters

World-class facility

Beyond state-of-the-art

 In-house developed probes and
alignment tools for enhanced
optical spectroscopy

 First near-field enhanced optical
spectroscopy on organic-inorganic
perovskites

 Optical modulation from
continuous to MHz pulses

 Unique local steady-state
photoconductivity mapping

 Multiple optical coupling
configurations

 All measurements in controlled
inert atmosphere

 Presence of nanoscale defect
clusters[3,4] and impact on electrical
performance cannot be measured
using macroscopic methods
 Nanoscale measurements allow
optimisation of processing
conditions for higher efficiency

Seeing is believing

Linking nano and macro scales

 Imaging of fundamental processes linked to
the interplay between microstructure and
the local electrical environment

 Not only can mechanisms be imaged, they
can also be measured
 Nanoscale metrology is critical to provide
quantitative assessments of quantities and
establishing a bridge to the macro scale

 Identify local inhomogeneities and origins
 Critical to inform compositional engineering
and surface treatment strategies and quality
inspection

Nanoscale metrology platform

What is the impact?
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Higher uptake of solar energy
helps UK Government to achieve
targets for Net Zero.

Energy-efficient and scalable
manufacturing of solar panels.
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 This allows to identify which nanoscale
interaction matter to the full devices

High power/weight energy
generation for sensors, building &
vehicle integrated, IoT.

Nanometrology platform applicable to wide range
of emerging electronic materials/devices.
Capability available as commercial service to UK industry.
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Organic-inorganic perovskites as
next-gen photovoltaics: Increased efficiency,
highly scalable solution processing.

